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QUESTION 1

You are using dynamic management views to monitor an SQL Server server named SQL1. 

A database administrator named Dba1 must monitor the health of SQL1. 

You need to ensure that Dba1 can access dynamic management views for SQL1. The solution must use the principle of
least privilege. 

Which permissions should you assign to Dba1? 

A. VIEW ANY DEFINITION 

B. VIEW SERVER STATE 

C. VIEW DEFINITION 

D. CONTROL SERVER 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: To query a dynamic management view or function requires SELECT permission on object and VIEW
SERVER STATE or VIEW DATABASE STATE permission. Reference: Dynamic Management Views and Functions
(Transact-SQL) https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms188754.aspx 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to configure security on the Product table for customer support representatives. 

Which two actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. Choose two. 

A. Create a view called CustProduct that includes columns ProductID. ProductName, Product Description,
QuantityOnHand, ProductPrice, ProductCost, and ProductSupplierID. 

B. GRANT ALL on CustProduct TO OurDomain\CustomerSupport. 

C. Create a user-defined data type called CustProduct that includes columns ProductID, ProductName, Product
Description, and ProductPrice. 

D. Create a view called CustProduct that includes columns ProductID, ProductName, Product Description,
QuantityOnHand, and ProductPrice. 

E. GRANT SELECT on CustProduct TO OurDomain\CustomerSupport. 

F. GRANT SELECT on CustProduct TO public. 

Correct Answer: AE 

Give access to CustomerSupport through a view. The view must include all these columns (refer to scenario). 

 

QUESTION 3
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You have two databases named DB1 and DB2 that are located on the same server. 

You plan to create a stored procedure named SProc1 in DB1. 

SProc1 will query a table named Table2 in DB2. 

You need to recommend a solution to ensure that SProc1 can access Table2 without granting users direct access to
Table2. 

What should you include in the recommendation? 

More than one answer choice may achieve the goal. Select the BEST answer. 

A. Contained databases 

B. Application roles 

C. Cross-database ownership chaining 

D. Digital certificates 

Correct Answer: B 

An application role is a database principal that enables an application to run with its own, user-like permissions. You can
use application roles to enable access to specific data to only those users who connect through a particular application. 

Unlike database roles, application roles contain no members and are inactive by default. 

Reference: Application Roles 

 

QUESTION 4

You need to recommend a solution to minimize the amount of time it takes to execute USP_1. 

With what should you recommend replacing Table1? 

A. An indexed view 

B. A function 

C. A table variable 

D. A temporary table 

Correct Answer: D 

Scenario: A stored procedure named USP_1 generates millions of rows of data for multiple reports. USP_1 combines
data from five different tables from the Sales and Customers databases in a table named Table1. 

After Table1 is created, the reporting process reads data from a table in the Products database and searches for
information in Table1 based on input from the table. After the process is complete, Table1 is deleted. 

 

QUESTION 5
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You plan to deploy SQL Server 2014. 

Your company identifies the following monitoring requirements: 

Tempdb must be monitored for insufficient free space. 

Deadlocks must be analyzed by using Deadlock graphs. 

You need to identify which feature meets each monitoring requirement. 

Which features should you identify? To answer, drag the appropriate feature to the correct monitoring requirement in the
answer area. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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* You can use the sys.dm_db_file_space_usage dynamic management view to monitor the disk space used by the user
objects, internal objects, and version stores in the tempdb files. Additionally, to monitor the page allocation or
deallocation activity in tempdb at the session or task level, you can use the sys.dm_db_session_space_usage and
sys.dm_db_task_space_usage dynamic management views. These views can be used to identify large queries,
temporary tables, or table variables that are using a large amount of tempdb disk space. 

* / Use SQL Server Profiler to identify the cause of a deadlock. A deadlock occurs when there is a cyclic dependency
between two or more threads, or processes, for some set of resources within SQL Server. Using SQL Server Profiler,
you can create a trace that records, replays, and displays deadlock events for analysis. / SQL Server Profiler and SQL
Server Management Studio use a deadlock wait-for graph to describe a deadlock. The deadlock wait-for graph contains
process nodes, resource nodes, and edges representing the relationships between the processes and the resources. 

Reference: Troubleshooting Insufficient Disk Space in tempdb Reference: Analyze Deadlocks with SQL Server Profiler 
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